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Part 5:
Retroreflectivity Data

Requirements and Analysis
(35–40 minutes)
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Retroreflectivity Data Requirements
and Analysis Outline

• Specification Requirements
• Data Analysis
• Data Interpretation

• Summary Spreadsheet Data
• Map File
• Video File

• Comparison to Requirements
• Common Issues
• Next Steps

We are going to focus on mobile retroreflectivity requirements and analysis in this part of
the guidance presentation. Portable requirements have been described in other parts of
the presentation. The analysis of portable measurements is similar to that of the mobile
data, but there is a lot less data to evaluate, and the data may not be organized as well.

Some of these topics have been covered in other parts of the presentation. Part 2 of the
guidance presentation covered the specification requirements in depth. Part 4 of the
guidance presentation included information on data output. Part 3 included some
information on comparing the data to requirements. This part of the guidance presentation
will cover some of these areas in more detail. Where areas have been summarized, the part
of the guidance presentation to reference for additional information will be mentioned.
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Item 666—Retroreflectorized Pavement
Marking : Requirements

Special Provision 666 007, Approved in February
2018
4.4—Retroreflectivity Requirements
• Required for Type I contracts totaling more than
20,000 ft. of markings

• White—250 mcd/m2/lux
• Yellow—175 mcd/m2/lux
• Measured 3–10 days after application

Detailed information on the specification requirements was covered in Part 2 of the
guidance presentation. Specification information in this section is summarized.

Updated special provision required starting for May 2018 letting.

Contracts with total pavement marking quantities below 20,000 ft. are not subject to the
minimum retroreflectivity requirements, unless shown on the plans. Callout work is not
subject to the minimum retroreflectivity requirements unless shown on the plans.

Retroreflectivity requirements are 250 for white markings, whether they are solid or
broken, and 175 for yellow markings, whether they are solid or broken. Yellow markings
must meet requirements in both directions of travel when serving as a centerline.

Providers should evaluate the markings 3–10 days after application. This allows the
markings to get some traffic to remove loose and excess beads. Readings after 10 days can
still be accepted, but there should not be any leeway on the required retroreflectivity level.
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Item 666—Retroreflectorized Pavement
Marking : Requirements

• Mobile retroreflectivity measurements are
required for Contracts totaling more than 50,000
ft. of pavement markings

• For Contracts with 20,000–50,000 ft. of
pavement markings, mobile or portable
retroreflectometers may be used at the Provider’s
discretion

• Coordinate with and obtain authorization from
the Engineer before starting any retroreflectivity
data collection

Mobile measurements must be used for all contracts with over 50,000 ft. of markings.
Contracts with less than 50,000 ft. of markings may be evaluated with either mobile or
portable retroreflectometers. Unless specified on the plans, contracts with less than 20,000
feet of markings do not require retroreflectivity readings.

Providers should obtain authorization from the Engineer before starting any
retroreflectivity data collection.
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Item 666—Retroreflectorized Pavement
Marking : Requirements

• Provide mobile measurement averages for every 0.1 miles unless
otherwise specified or approved.

• Take measurements on each section of roadway for each series of
markings (i.e., edgeline, center skip line, each line of a double line,
etc.) and for each direction of traffic flow. Measure each line in both
directions for centerlines on two way roadways (i.e., measure both
double solid lines in both directions and measure all center skip lines
in both directions).

• Furnish measurements in compliance with Special Specification
“Mobile Retroreflectivity Data Collection for Pavement Markings,”
unless otherwise approved. Currently SS 6291.

• Inform the Engineer at least 24 hr. before taking any measurements.*

All longitudinal markings must be evaluated. Yellow centerline markings on two way
roadways must be evaluated in both directions. For double yellow and broken/solid
marking configurations, each marking must be evaluated separately.

References Special Specification 6291.

Engineer must be informed 24 hours prior to taking measurements.
*SS 6291 requires that TTI be informed as well.
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Item 666—Retroreflectorized Pavement
Marking : Requirements

• A marking meets the retroreflectivity requirements if:
• the combined average retroreflectivity measurement for a 1

mile segment meets the minimum retroreflectivity values
specified, and

• no more than 30% of the retroreflectivity measurement values
are below the minimum retroreflectivity requirements value
within the 1 mile segment.

• The Engineer may accept failing 1 mile segments if no more
than 20% of the retroreflectivity measurements within that
mile segment are below the minimum retroreflectivity
requirement value.

• Centerlines with two stripes (either solid or broken) will result
in 2 miles of data for each mile segment. Each centerline
stripe must be tested for compliance as a stand alone stripe.

Analysis requirements are provided in this section. Data are to be analyzed in 1 mile
segments. The average over the mile needs to exceed the required values (250 white, 175
yellow), and no more than three of the ten, 0.1 mile segments can be below the required
value.

There is an exception: an overall 1 mile average that is below the required value may be
accepted if only two, 0.1 mile segments are failing.

Information on restriping failed sections is provided in the specification. Those paragraphs
are described later in Part 5 of the guidance presentation, during the Next Steps discussion.
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Special Specification 6291:
Requirements

• Item 666 007 Section 4.5.1. Mobile Retroreflectometer
Measurements
• Furnish measurements in compliance with Special
Specification, “Mobile Retroreflectivity Data Collection for
Pavement Markings,” unless otherwise approved

• Special Specification 6291 covers the following
• Equipment and Personnel
• Mobile Retroreflectivity Data Collection Documentation

• Data File, Map, Video
• Field Checks
• Measurement Notification
• Verification Testing
• Referee Testing

Item 666 references the Special Specification by title, not number, since it may be revised.
The current version is Special Specification 6291 and is required starting with May 2018
letting.

Many of the topics that Special Specification 6291 covers have been described in previous
parts of this presentation.
• Verification and referee testing was covered in depth in Part 3.
• Specification requirements were covered in depth in Part 2.
• Data, map, and video output were covered in general in Part 4.

This part of the guidance presentation will summarize the information on the specification
requirements and go more in depth on the data output, how to interpret it, and how to
compare to Item 666 requirements.
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Special Specification 6291: Marking
Requirements

• Mobile Retroreflectometer—Certified by the TTI
Mobile Retroreflectometer Certification Program

• Operating Personnel for Mobile
Retroreflectometer—Certified by the TTI Mobile
Retroreflectometer Certification Program to
conduct MRDC with the certified mobile
retroreflectometer provided

•

Equipment and personnel must be certified by TTI.

During the certification process, TTI will check any available portable retroreflectometers
for accuracy at no additional charge.

MRCD = Mobile retroreflectivity data collection

The certification list is updated frequently and should be checked prior to allowing work on
any new jobs.
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Special Specification 6291: Marking
Requirements

• Preliminary Documentation Sample—A sample data file,
video, and map of MRDC data in the required format
should be submitted for TxDOT review 10 working days
prior to beginning any work. The format must meet
specification and be approved by the Engineer before any
work may begin.

• Initial Documentation Review and Approval—The
Department will review documentation submitted for the
first day of MRDC, and if it does not meet specification
requirements, will not allow further MRDC until
deficiencies are corrected. The Department will inform the
Provider no later than 3 working days after submittal if the
first day of MRDC does not meet specification
requirements.

For the most part, providers are not submitting and districts are not requesting preliminary
documentation. This is not a new addition to the specification. Districts should request this
information to make sure the providers are going to submit data in the proper format. Not
all districts request all information contained in this specification, and providers may
assume they do not need to deliver it all when working with a new district.

Districts need to review the initial documentation submission to make sure it fits their
needs. If it does not, the provider needs to be notified as soon as possible so that they can
modify the documentation as needed.
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Special Specification 6291: Marking
Requirements

• Measurement Notification—Provide notification
via email to Mobileretro@tamu.edu a minimum
of 24 hours prior to mobile retroreflectivity data
collection to allow for scheduling verification
testing when needed.

• Data Submission—All collected data should be
submitted to the Department and to the TTI
Mobile Retroreflectometer Certification Program
no later than 3 working days after the day the
data is collected. Submit all raw data collected in
addition to all other data submitted.

Item 666 requires that the engineer be notified at least 24 hours in advance, and Special
Specification 6291 requires that TTI be notified as well. Notification of TTI is a new addition
to the specification. TTI needs to be notified for all projects.

Districts are also welcome to notify TTI if they are having issues or would like a provider
checked.

From TTI’s perspective, it would be ideal if providers submitted weekly work plans on
Monday, instead of daily plans every day. This weekly work plan would indicate which
roads they are planning to read, what job those readings are part of, and when those
roads were striped. There is an understanding that these plans may change some due to
delays or weather. The 3–10 day window still needs to be met; any delays beyond that
are on the provider and cannot be used as an excuse for failing readings.

Data submission: It is necessary to get the data within 3 days so that retroreflectivity values
can be verified if needed. If the provider delays submitting the data, there will be a longer
time span between provider collected data and verification/referee testing. This longer
time span may result in changes to the retroreflectivity and increase the difference
between the data sets.
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Summary Spreadsheet Requirements
(Data File)

• date;
• county;
• name of mobile retroreflectometer operator;
• route number with reference markers or other reference information provided by the

Engineer to indicate the location of beginning and end data collection points on that
roadway;

• cardinal direction;
• line type (single solid, single broken, double solid, etc.);
• line color;
• file name corresponding to video;
• average reading taken for each 0.1 mi. interval (or interval designated by the Engineer);
• accurate GPS coordinates (within 20 ft.) for each interval;
• color coding for each interval indicating passing or failing, unless otherwise directed by the

Engineer;
• graphical representation of the MRDC (y axis showing retroreflectivity and x axis showing

intervals) corresponding with each data file;
• distance in miles driven while measuring the pavement markings;
• event codes (pre approved by the Engineer) indicating problems with measurement;
• portable retroreflectometer field check average reading and corresponding mobile average

reading for that interval when applicable;

Special Specification 6291 outlines the specific requirements for the summary data file.
• The summary data file should be in an electronic file in spreadsheet format.
• The summary data file should have the accompanying raw data used to produce the

summary data file.

Part 2 of the guidance presentation and the Special Specification itself outline all of the
requirements of the data file. The list presented here highlights some of the more
important information.

Providers format their data files in different ways. There is not a standard format that
providers must follow. The files should contain the information listed unless not required by
the district.

There are some differences between mobile retroreflectometers, their software, and their
output data that may affect some of the above required items.
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Data Mapping Requirements
• Provide a map in an electronic format approved by the
Engineer with each MRDC submission that includes the
following information:
• date;
• district number;
• county;
• color coded 1 mi. intervals (or interval length designated
by the Engineer) for passing and failing retroreflectivity
values or retroreflectivity threshold values provided by the
Engineer; and

• percentage of passing and failing intervals, if required by
the Engineer.

Each of these items should be provided on the map file.

Providers format their map files in different ways. There is not a standard format that
providers must follow. The files should contain the information listed unless not required by
the district.

There are some differences between mobile retroreflectometers, their software, and their
output data that may affect some of the above required items. Most of the providers are
submitting map files generated directly by the software provided with their mobile
retroreflectometer. There is not much room to change these files. TTI has worked with the
equipment manufacturers to try to get the data in alignment with the specifications. Most
map files have the data color coded by the length of the data acquisition interval (i.e.
typically 0.1 mile segments).

The italicized bullets are not really necessary for data organization or evaluation purposes.

Information on percent intervals passing or failing is not necessarily needed on the map
files, since it is part of the data file.
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Video Requirements
• The specification calls for a high quality DVD or
electronic video file. The electronic file is typically
preferred due to ease of transferability.

• The following information should be on the
video.
• retroreflectivity values presented on the same screen
with the following information:
• date;
• location;
• starting and ending mileage;
• total miles;
• retroreflectivity readings.

Each of these items should be provided on the video file. The specification indicates a DVD,
but electronic files are preferred. The new equipment provides electronic files that are
simple to transfer and of good video quality.

Part 2 of the guidance presentation and the Special Specification itself outline all of the
requirements of the data file. The list presented here highlights some of the more
important information.

Generally, the video file name will indicate the route, start and end points, direction of
travel, and project number.

Providers format their video files in different ways. There is not a standard format that
providers must follow. The files should contain the information listed unless not required by
the district.

There are some differences between mobile retroreflectometers, their software, and their
output data that may affect some of the above required items. Most of the providers are
submitting video files generated directly by the software provided with their mobile
retroreflectometer. There is not much room to change these files. TTI has worked with the
equipment manufacturers to try to get the data in alignment with the specifications.
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Data Interpretation
• Summary Spreadsheet
• Data Map File
• Video File

In this section, we will discuss interpretation of the submitted data. This was covered
briefly in Part 4 of the guidance presentation but will be covered more in depth here.

Each of the three forms of submitted data will be explored.
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Summary Spreadsheet Information
• File name should clearly indicate what data are
being presented

• The spreadsheet should have at least two tabs:
• One tab should have the raw unedited data that
were collected

• One tab should have the required summarized data
based on SS 6291

• A chart showing the data should be presented
to allow easy visual analysis of the data

These are the basic components of the data sheet. Some systems and contractors add to
the raw data sheet to meet the requirements. In this case, a single tab is sufficient per
marking. Within the data sheet, the data should be summarized to meet the requirements
of Special Specification 6291. The chart should show the retroreflectivity values along the
entire length of the marking being evaluated.
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Mobile Retro Data File Example

This is an example of a summary data file. Much of the required project information is in
Columns A and B rows 1 through 11. This information provides location, marking type, and
job details. An overall summary of the data is provided in Rows 14 through 17. Row 18
indicates the file name of the associated map file. Rows 19 through the bottom of the file
provide the retroreflectivity data. Column A indicates the distance driven, Column B has the
time with imbedded data, and Column C provides any log markings if the operator made
any notes in the data during data collection. These log marks are associated with the entire
0.1 mile long segment, even if they may have only lasted a short distance with that span.
Columns D and E provide the retroreflectivity values for the left pavement marking (if two
were present). Column D is the retro value across the whole width of the marking, and
Column E is the retro value across the middle 2 inches of the marking. Columns F and G
provide additional information that is not required on marking width and daylight contrast.
These values have not been well studied to judge their accuracy. Columns H through K
provide the same marking information but for the right line, if there were two adjacent
lines. Column L provides a count of RRPMs; this value has not been studied to determine its
accuracy. GPS information is provided in columns to the right of what is displayed.

A plot of the retroreflectivity vs. distance driven is provided. The green line indicates the
left marking, and a red line indicate the right marking. This is a white edge line marking, so
the readings meet the minimum retroreflectivity level of 250. The spreadsheet does not
show the percent passing and failing the minimum value. The spreadsheet is also not using
color to indicate passing or failing of the average values. Since all the data are passing, this
is not a big issue. If the data were a mix of passing and failing, the colored values would
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make it easier to visually see the areas with passing and failing readings.
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Mobile Retro Data File Example

This is another example of a summary data file. This example is similar to the previous one,
except that it is for a double line, and a different mobile retroreflectometer system was
used, so the data output is a little different. The location, marking type, and job information
are provided in the upper left portion of the table. The retroreflectivity data are provided in
the bottom half of the spreadsheet. The interval column indicates the distance driven. The
stripe type column indicates the type of double marking (double solid, skip right, skip left,
or single skip). The points column indicates the number of readings recorded per segment.
The left and right average values are the average retro values for the left and right markings
for each segment. The stripe average column is the average of the two average values. The
time and GPS coordinates are provided. The event code column indicates any notes the
operator made during the data collection.

A plot of the retroreflectivity vs. distance driven is provided. The solid line indicates the left
average value, and the dashed line indicates the right average value. The spreadsheet is not
using color to indicate passing or failing readings, though the retro requirements are noted
in the upper right portion of the spreadsheet.

These data are clearly not all passing, so the color coordinated values would be beneficial
in visually analyzing the data. The majority of the data appear to be failing. Ways to analyze
the results are provided later in this portion of the presentation .
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Mobile Retro Data File Example

This slide shows a chart associated with a summary data file. The spreadsheet has a chart
tab, a data tab (summary data), and a raw data tab. The chart has a horizontal line drawn at
250 indicating the required retro level. All the data are clearly passing on this white skip
line.
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Mobile Retro Data File Example

This is the second tab, the data tab, from the previous slide. This tab contains the
summarized data and project information.

The chainage column indicates the distance driven. The center columns are separated for
the different line types: white broken, white solid, yellow solid, yellow broken. The average
value for the marking is provided. The GPS information and event codes are also provided.
This chart indicates the percent passing and failing the minimum retroreflectivity level. The
green highlighted values indicate passing retroreflectivity levels.

The raw data tab contains additional information that is automatically output by the
retroreflectometer software. That information is not really needed for the evaluation of
this marking.
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Map Information
• File name should clearly indicate what data
are being presented.

• The map provides a visual tool to analyze the
quality of the striping.

• Most maps are provided in Google Earth
format. Multiple maps can be displayed at
once.

Not much information needs to be in the maps. If the file name is adequate, the map itself
can just display the data with appropriate color for passing and failing data.

In Google Earth, multiple .kmz or .kml files can be opened at once and displayed at the
same time. This will be described in more depth later in this section.
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Mobile Retro Map File Example

The newer mobile retroreflectometers directly output Google Earth files; these are .kml or
.kmz files. These files can be viewed directly in the free Google Earth software.
The map file here has been opened and fully displayed in Google Earth. The data presented
are for one of the yellow centerline markings on the road. Yellow centerlines that contain
two lines will be displayed in separate maps with the output from this system. The other
system produces a single map.

Green indicates greater than 175, yellow is 174–175 and red is less than 174.

The data are presented in 0.1 mile segments, which is the distance over which the data
were aggregated. Individual segments can be selected to display the actual values, which
are listed on the left hand side of the screen.

These data have mixed results with a portion of the markings falling below the required
level of 175. This area would need further evaluation, by looking at the summary
spreadsheet, to determine if restriping is necessary. Evaluating the data will be described
later in the presentation.
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Mobile Retro Map File ExampleMobile Retro Map File Example

This map displays the map data output from the other major manufacturer of the mobile
retroreflectivity equipment. Again, Google Earth is used.

This instrument plots the left and right retro values for doubles lines on the same map (see
the dividing line in the circles where the system picked up a second stripe). The other
retroreflectometers plot them in separate map files. This instrument also uses circles at the
midpoint of the test segments instead of a continuous line between test segments.

These data are for a white edge line. Green indicates data 250 mcd/m2/lux or more. Red
indicates data under 250 mcd/m2/lux.

This section had some failing and passing areas. The areas with failing readings were all the
locations where a second line was detected. These are likely errant readings near
intersections and were not actual readings of the new pavement markings.

Individual data points can be selected, as shown (white callout box), to display the
retroreflectivity value and much of the other information that can be found in the summary
spreadsheet.

The white dots indicate 0.1 mile segments in which no markings were detected.
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Mobile Retro Map File Example

Instead of submitting a google map file, this provider took a screen capture of the google
map. The provider overlaid project information, the white text at the top, onto the file.

The data are for a white skip line marking, passing retro levels. Green indicates values over
250.

Data submitted like this meets specification and may be easier for TxDOT in some ways, but
it also limits some of the flexibility of having the actual Google Earth file.
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Mobile Retro Map File Example

As previously mentioned, multiple Google Earth files can be displayed at once.

This map displays data TTI collected on in service markings around Houston. The map
displays the white edge line markings on the main lanes for the evaluated roads.
• Green >200
• Yellow 150–200
• Red <150

Displaying multiple roads together can help determine which roads may need to be
restriped based on retroreflectivity levels.
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Video Information
• File name should clearly indicate what data
are being presented

• The video provides a visual tool to review if
issues with the data arise

• Most videos are provided in typical video file
formats

Not much information needs to be in the videos. If the file name is adequate, the video
itself can just display the retro, GPS, and mileage data.
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Video File Example

The quality of these videos can be increased on the newer systems. They can take up a lot
of space, so a balance between quality and video size needs to be made.

The videos in this presentation have had the quality reduced some to reduce the size of the
presentation.

The various information boxes present the data associated with the data collection. This
type of information is not adjustable, but the content inside the user entry areas can be
changed.
• Retro value, width, day contrast value, and count of RRPMs are all in the upper left.
• File name, measurement direction, side of measurement, reference number, date,

operator, total section length, and segment length over which the data are aggregated
are at the bottom left.

• Time and distance driven are at the bottom right.

The horizontal green lines are provided to indicate the distance at which the measurements
are being made.

A link to download or view the video is provided under the video image.
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Video File Example

This video is from a different retroreflectometer manufacturer. There is not as much
descriptive information.

Date, time, file name, GPS location, retro values, and chainage data are provided in the text
at the top.

This video would be of better quality if the operator did not have the white paper on the
dash, which is reflecting on the windshield.

This video also shows the operator passing a vehicle that pulled out in front of him/her. The
retro values stopped when the vehicle passed because the operator paused the data. When
the operator got back to the edge line he/she unpaused the data, and collection resumes.
In the data spreadsheet, there will not be any data collected for the 0.1 mile segment
during the pass. The video can be used to determine why there is missing data or to verify
notes the operators make during data collection.

A link to download or view the video is provided under the video image.
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Video File Example

This video is from the older style retroreflectometer.

The video file shows description; GPS location; chainage data; speed; operating
temperature; retro values with max, min, and average; and counts.

A link to download or view the video is provided under the video image.
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Comparing Data to Requirements
• Retroreflectivity Requirements:

• White markings: 250 mcd/m2/lx
• Yellow markings: 175 mcd/m2/lx

• A marking meets the retroreflectivity requirements if:
• the combined average retroreflectivity measurement for a 1

mile segment meets the minimum retroreflectivity values
specified, and

• no more than 30% of the retroreflectivity measurement values
are below the minimum retroreflectivity requirements value
within the 1 mile segment

• The Engineer may accept failing 1 mile segments if no more
than 20% of the retroreflectivity measurements within that
mile segment are below the minimum retroreflectivity
requirement value

The retroreflectivity requirements and what constitutes meeting the requirements are in
Item 666.

Each line has to meet the requirements. Yellow centerlines need to be evaluated
separately.

In summary, a 1 mile segment will meet requirements if the average retroreflectivity value
over that mile meets or exceeds the required values, and no more than 30% of the values
are below the minimum value. That means seven of the ten, 0.1 mile segments need to
meet or exceed the minimum value, and the average for the whole mile needs to meet or
exceed the minimum value. Alternatively, if the average for the mile does not meet the
minimum required value, but only two of the 0.1 mile segments are below the required
value, then the mile section can pass requirements.

The mile segments and some data are discussed on the next few slides.
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Comparing Data to Requirements
• The 1 mile segment will start from the
beginning of the data collection and end after
a mile worth of measurements has been
taken; each subsequent mile of
measurements will be a new segment.
Centerlines with two stripes (either solid or
broken) will result in 2 miles of data for each
mile segment. Each centerline stripe must be
tested for compliance as a stand alone stripe.

This information is directly from Item 666. Data are to be analyzed in 1 mile segments. This
portion of the specification clearly indicates that yellow centerlines need to be evaluated
separately.

Generally, all data are collected in 0.1 mile increments. Unfortunately, the data are not
always perfect because there are not always ten segments per mile. When evaluating
yellow centerlines and the line type changes from one type to another, the software will
create a new line of data when the operator changes the line type (for some equipment
types). This will result in some segments shorter than 0.1 miles and more than ten
segments per mile. If these areas are near the minimum retroreflectivity level, then
additional effort is required to properly evaluate them. An example is provided during the
data analysis on the next slides.

Information on restriping failed sections is provided in the specification and will be
described during the Next Steps discussion later in this section.
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Driven distance (M) RL Center Left Averages
4 169
4.1 165
4.2 174
4.3 180
4.4 179
4.5 181
4.6 180
4.7 178
4.8 168
4.9 172
5 181
5.1 184
5.2 188
5.3 188
5.4 185
5.5 191
5.6 192
5.7 195
5.8 183
5.9 161
6 165
6.1 181
6.2 192
6.3 200
6.4 183
6.5 191
6.6 174
6.7 180
6.8 182
6.9 167

Yellow Edge Line

175

185

182

Driven distance (M) RL Center Left Averages
0 139
0.1 176
0.2 253
0.3 316
0.4 216
0.5 291
0.6 367
0.7 381
0.8 383
0.9 334
1 260
1.1 269
1.2 271
1.3 272
1.4 268
1.5 175
1.6 184
1.7 259
1.8 261
1.9 265
2 377
2.1 431
2.2 389
2.3 411
2.4 360
2.5 380
2.6 361
2.7 374
2.8 384
2.9 389

286

248

386

White Edge Line

Presented on this slide are two sets of data: One for a yellow edge line marking and one for
a white edge line marking.

Both sets of data contain 3 miles of retroreflectivity data. The data are broken down by the
mile and averaged in the column on the right. The individual 0.1 mile segments have been
color coded green for above 175 or 250, passing, and red for below, failing. The 1 mile
averages have been color coded for passing requirements, green, and failing requirements,
red.

The first mile of the yellow data has an average of 175 but has five segments failing so the
whole mile fails. The other 2 miles of yellow pass because they have an average of at least
175 and three or fewer failing segments.

The 3 miles of white data are all passing because each is at 250 or above and contains no
more than three failing segments or has fewer than two 0.1 mile segments failing.

Analysis like this should be conducted for each mile of each data set. For some markings
that easily meet the minimum, in depth analysis is not needed. Visually, the 1 mile
segments could be observed on the graphical representation of the data, or the rows of
data could be looked at and determined to pass or fail without calculating out each mile
average. If markings look like they may fail, it is a good idea to determine the averages to
support your position.
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Chainage Stripe Type Left Avg Right Avg 1 mile 1 mile
0 Double_Solid Left Avg Right Avg
0.1 Double_Solid 74 82
0.2 Double_Solid 167 169
0.3 Double_Solid 136 142
0.4 Skip_Right 135 131
0.5 Skip_Right 161 166
0.6 Single_Skip 192
0.7 Single_Skip 207
0.8 Single_Skip 181
0.9 Single_Skip 160
1 Single_Skip 191
1.1 Single_Skip 192
1.2 Single_Skip 189
1.3 Single_Skip 176
1.4 Single_Skip 142
1.5 Single_Skip 181
1.6 Skip_Left 170 185
1.7 Double_Solid 147 181
1.8 Double_Solid 163 175
1.9 Skip_Right 145 147
2 Skip_Right 120 127
2.1 Skip_Left 254 260
2.2 Skip_Left 206 200
2.3 Double_Solid 189 201
2.4 Double_Solid 89 128
2.5 Double_Solid 169 160
2.6 Skip_Right 122 130
2.7 Skip_Right 187 179
2.8 Skip_Left 229 240
2.9 Skip_Left 224 232
3 Skip_Left 175 164

Yellow Center Line

160 138

163 163

184 189

Presented on this slide are data for a yellow centerline marking. Each line of a yellow
centerline needs to be evaluated separately and for each direction of travel. Only one
direction of travel is shown here.

Like the previous slide, all of the data has been color coded for ease of analysis. Both lines
for the first 2 miles fail. The averages are not high enough, and there are too many failed
segments. One issue that will occur with yellow centerline markings is not having full sets
of data for both lines all the time. In this data set there is a single skip line for a portion of
each of the first 2 miles. For cases such as these the average still needs to occur in the 1
mile segments from the start of the project. This may result in less than 1 mile of marking
being averaged; in this case, both sections are about 0.5 miles. Their average still needs to
meet or exceed 175, and no more than 30% of the individual segments (1 or 2 segments)
can fail for the section to be accepted. If there are very few sections and the average value
is close, engineering judgment can be used to determine if restriping is needed. For double
lines, if one line passes and the other line is close, then the marking may be acceptable.
The measurements in the opposite direction along that same section may be the
determining factor.

The third mile of data indicate that the left line passes and the right line is close. The right
line is close because the average exceeds the requirement, but four segments are failing,
which is one more than allowable. Engineering judgement can be used in this
circumstance. If this is an isolated instance of lower retroreflectivity values, then it can be
accepted. If there are frequent instances of low retroreflectivity and many other areas are
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requiring restriping, then requiring restriping may be advisable.
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Odometer StripeType Valid_Scans_Left Retro_Left_Average Valid_Scans_Right Retro_Right_Average
0 Double_Solid
0.1 Double_Solid 2925 409 2996 384
0.1 Double_Solid 2165 436 1946 330
0.2 Skip_Left 201 254 631 344
0.2 Skip_Left 839 364 1924 378
0.3 Double_Solid 873 356 896 345
0.4 Double_Solid 2783 364 2775 328
0.5 Double_Solid 2597 299 2538 334
0.6 Double_Solid 2303 364 2636 391
0.7 Double_Solid 2433 351 2608 369
0.8 Double_Solid 2232 395 2450 416
0.9 Double_Solid 2617 373 2608 353
1 Double_Solid 2635 323 2722 311
1.1 Double_Solid 2487 377 2576 350
1.2 Double_Solid 2071 391 2228 387
1.3 Double_Solid 2251 389 2570 401
1.4 Double_Solid 2617 402 2720 378
1.5 Double_Solid 3006 365 3047 343
1.6 Double_Solid 2777 302 2873 264
1.7 Double_Solid 2420 402 2562 376
1.7 Double_Solid 1526 374 1144 384
1.8 Skip_Right 959 374 258 348
1.9 Skip_Right 2394 419 577 348
1.9 Skip_Right 842 353 672 353
2 Skip_Left 417 381 1567 383

Yellow Center Line

Presented on this slide are data for a yellow centerline marking. Another issue when
analyzing yellow centerline markings is uneven segment sizes. The retroreflectivity of these
markings clearly exceeds the requirements, so segment size differences is not a big concern
with these data, but it makes analysis more complicated if the data were closer to the
requirements.

In the odometer readings, some of the values are repeated. This generally occurs when the
pavement marking pattern type changes, and the operator notes it in the data. Sometimes
values in between the tenth of a mile length are listed (i.e. 0.13). This can add more detail
to the data set but results in uneven segment lengths. Accompanying the odometer and
retroreflectivity readings are the number of valid scans. This is how many retroreflectivity
readings are being averaged in each segment. Skip lines will have fewer readings than solid
lines due to less marking being on the road. The left and right counts may not always be
even due to stripe configuration, vehicle wander, and the system losing some readings on
the left marking if the crown of the road is sharp. Generally, the data default to the left, so
with double lines, the left line will typically have more unless the center of the road has a
steep crest.

With uneven segment lengths, the markings still need to be evaluated in 1 mile segments.
There will just be more than 10 segments per mile. It may be necessary to combine the
partial segments based on the number of scans to properly account for quantity measured
if the retroreflectivity levels are different between the segments.
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Only one manufacturer of the mobile equipment allows for line type selection for centerline
markings, so unequal segment size does not occur with data from the other manufacturer.
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Chainage Stripe Type Left Points Left Peak Average Right Points Right Peak Average Right Peak Standard Deviation Two Stripe Average
11.026 Single Skip 31 171 4 83 25 127
11.132 Single Skip 31 155 3 104 25 129
11.237 Single Skip 33 154 3 72 17 113
11.342 Single Skip 26 150 2 80 31 115
11.449 Single Skip 39 123 3 115 25 119
11.522 Left Skip / Right Solid 5 73 24 122 69 98
11.556 Left Skip / Right Solid 2 61 11 140 51 100
11.657 Left Skip / Right Solid 18 191 50 184 125 187
11.746 Left Solid / Right Skip 46 165 14 144 112 154
11.761 Left Solid / Right Skip 3 105 105
11.868 Left Solid / Right Skip 54 154 18 148 60 151
11.969 Left Solid / Right Skip 71 171 30 169 83 170
12 Single Skip 17 99 5 127 59 113

12.063 Left Skip / Right Solid 2 98 22 152 91 125
12.071 Left Skip / Right Solid 2 146 6 148 29 147
12.174 Left Skip / Right Solid 31 163 64 132 48 148
12.275 Left Skip / Right Solid 21 204 51 165 82 184
12.282 Double Solid 8 172 6 181 30 176
12.339 Left Solid / Right Skip 46 218 36 169 64 193
12.38 Left Solid / Right Skip 25 208 7 131 46 169
12.487 Left Solid / Right Skip 64 134 17 157 78 145
12.557 Single Skip 45 116 11 138 56 127
12.592 Single Skip 9 105 105
12.699 Single Skip 25 134 134
12.802 Single Skip 34 113 2 28 17 70
12.908 Single Skip 22 159 159

Yellow Center Line

Similar to the last slide, the data presented on this slide are for a yellow centerline marking.
Again, the centerline line type is changed resulting in unequal segment sizes. The
retroreflectivity of these markings is fairly poor, so further analysis is not necessary, but if
the data were closer to the requirements, the data analysis would be a little more
complicated.

The odometer readings in this data set show that the values are not in even 0.1 mile
intervals. The segments are starting at whatever chainage the odometer is at when the
stripe type is changed. Again, accompanying the chainage and retroreflectivity readings is
the number of valid scans (left and right points). This is how many retroreflectivity readings
are being averaged in each segment. The left and right counts may not always be even due
to stripe configuration, vehicle wander, and the system losing some readings on the left
marking if the crown of the road is sharp. In some cases in the data, there are right points
for single skip lines; sometimes this occurs when evaluating edge lines as well. The system
picks up a few readings from rumble strips, markers, or other reflections, and the data get
recorded. The operators should remove this extraneous data when creating the summary
spreadsheet.

With uneven segment lengths, the markings still need to be evaluated in 1 mile segments.
There will just be more than 10 segments per mile. It may be necessary to combine the
partial segments based on the number of scans to properly account for quantity measured
if the retroreflectivity levels are different between the segments.
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These data are from the older retroreflectometer system; the number of data points
collected is around 10% the number of data points collected by the newer system. That
means the newer system is getting much better coverage of the pavement markings (i.e.
more readings along the length of the marking).
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This summary data sheet provides data for a yellow centerline marking. The blue line in the
graph is the left average, and the red line is the right average. In the graph, the variability of
the data is apparent, with large swings up and down. This is typically not a good sign for the
quality of the data collection or the quality of the marking. Some of the large drops to zero
are because the data that were missing on the single skip areas where there was only a
single line were plotted as zeros. This is incorrect; the zero data should not have been
plotted. The line would not be continuous, but it wouldn’t spike down to zero when there
was actually no reading to plot.

If just looking at the average of the data, it looks good. However, there are two apparent
issues that require further exploration. Outside of the plotting of the missing data, the
average values are still highly variable, and the average values for yellow thermoplastic are
abnormally high. Typical yellow thermoplastic will range between 150 and 300. Readings
over 300 are not too common. For white markings, the expectation is typically 350 to about
450.

The next slide will look at the raw data tab to try to explain some of the issues with these
data.
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This is the raw data tab that was used to create the summary table and chart from the
previous slide. The number of points (Column D and J) and the average values (Column G
and M) were provided on the previous slide. In addition to the average retro data, we now
have the left and right line max and min values along with their standard deviations. The
standard deviation provides a measurement of how variable each of the average values is.
This variability is influenced by the min and max values. Having a large range between the
min and max values, coupled with a large standard deviation, means that the data are
spread out. A good pavement marking should be relatively consistent, and good data
collection should not negatively influence that consistency.

The very high maximum values likely indicate that RRPMs were not properly filtered out of
the data. This will result in artificially high retro values, high maximum values, and high
standard deviation values. The consistently very low minimum values likely indicate that
the settings were not optimized to filter out background noise or that the markings were
very poor. The variation between the maximum values in the different rows of data show
there were some issue with the data collection. If you look at the rows that had the lower
maximum values (values closer to where you would expect yellow markings to be), the
average value for these sections are somewhat more reasonable.

Not all of the mobile retroreflectometers output the maximum, minimum, and standard
deviation values. This may limit the ability to do this more in depth analysis for the data for
some systems. The system that does not include these values does not have user
adjustable settings; therefore it typically does not have this issue.
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Common Issues to Look for When
Evaluating Provider Supplied Mobile

Retroreflectivity Data
• Readings taken outside the 3–10 day window
• Not submitting all data
• Whether yellow centerlines were evaluated in both
directions

• Low yellow retroreflectivity values
• Left vs. right readings
• Inconsistent segment lengths
• Questionable data (high values, high variability)
• Reading RRPMs
• Dirty markings (dirt, seal coat, milling rumbles, etc.)

Readings taken outside the 3–10 day window: There are several reasons why readings may
be taken after the 3–10 day window; for example weather delays, other projects,
equipment issues, etc. may delay readings. This doesn’t mean they do not need to be
taken, nor does it change the required retroreflectivity levels. Markings that are read after
10 days are more likely to have been subjected to more wear, and thus it is typically not an
advantage for the provider to delay readings. Therefore later readings should be allowed,
and if the measurements pass, then the markings can be accepted. If readings are taken
before the third day, the markings are likely to have seen minimal wear and have a higher
retroreflectivity value than if they were evaluated during the specified time period.

Not submitting all data: The specification requirements have been discussed in multiple
parts of this guidance presentation. Part of the requirement is to submit example data prior
to starting work. At this time, the data should be reviewed to make sure the required
information is being submitted. If it is not, the provider needs to be made aware so it can
submit the correct data. Providers should submit the raw data in addition to the
summarized data. All markings need to be evaluated.

Yellow both ways: Providers are required to evaluate yellow centerlines in both directions.
Both directions need to meet the retroreflectivity requirements. Left edge lines, and two
way left turn lanes only need to be measured in the direction of the through lane. It is
typical that the retroreflectivity values for yellow centerlines are lower when evaluated in
the opposite direction of the application. This is especially true for seal coat roadways. The
large profile of the seal coat aggregate and the forward velocity of the striping operation
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typically result in the thermoplastic and beads hitting the front side of the aggregate but less
hitting the back side since it is somewhat shadowed from the aggregate vertical profile. This
issue is made worse if contractors are going too fast and/or are not applying enough
thermoplastic and beads.

Low yellow retroreflectivity values: Typically, yellow markings are not as reflective as white
markings. The most difficult marking to install is a yellow centerline marking on a new seal
coat roadway. The retroreflectivity readings are commonly low unless the providers are using
quality materials and do a good installation job. If materials are not of good quality and/or
the installation quality is not good, then the retroreflectivity levels will be low, especially in
the direction opposite of the installation direction (see yellow both ways). Just because it
may be more difficult to install yellow centerline markings on seal coat surfaces does not
mean that the retroreflectivity requirements should be relaxed or ignored.

Left vs. right readings: This point was recently discussed when analyzing the yellow
centerlines. The old equipment defaulted all readings to the left position; thus, when
evaluating double lines, the left line would always have more readings. The newer
equipment is much better at properly assigning data to the right or left. The systems also
gather much more data, so any differences are not a big factor overall. When markings are
broken left and solid right, the right will have more readings. In some instances, the systems
will pick up measurement noise or retroreflectivity off things that are not markings and
record data that should be disregarded. These data to disregard are typically much less than
the average retroreflectivity value being recorded.

Inconsistent segment lengths: This point was recently discussed when analyzing the yellow
centerlines. Files with inconsistent segments need a little more attention when analyzing
whether the data meet the requirements. The inconsistent length is due to new lines of data
being started when the centerline type changes.

Questionable data: If the data seem questionable and you cannot determine a reason why,
please ask TTI to look at the data. We can quickly review the data and determine if there are
inconsistencies with typical data or if the provider needs to improve its operations. If there
are issues with the provider or questionable data, request that TTI do a verification check on
the provider’s work. The district can conduct its own field checks using portable
retroreflectometers. Spot checks on segments with questionable data can be used to verify if
the data are reasonably accurate. The spot checks should be conducted in as close proximity
time wise to the provider’s mobile retroreflectivity readings as possible. When looking at the
data, the most noticeable indicators of questionable data are high variability in the data and
inclusions of RRPMs in the data.

Reading RRPMs: Readings RRPMs will create high standard deviation and false high average
readings. Yellow centerlines and white skip lines will generally have RRPMs in place. The
mobile retroreflectometers either automatically filter the RRPMs or the operator has to set a
level at which the RRPMs will be filtered. The opposite to reading RRPMs is recording
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readings on the pavement between skip line markings. If the equipment and software are
not operated properly, low retroreflectivity levels may be recorded in the gaps between skip
line markings. This will create false low readings. This is detrimental to the provider because
the markings are more likely to not meet minimum retroreflectivity requirements if this
occurs.

Dirty markings (dirt, seal coat, milling rumbles, etc.): Depending on when readings are taken,
there are many factors outside the control of the provider that may negatively influence the
retroreflectivity readings. The providers should note these issues when collecting data, and
they should be considered when determining whether to pass or fail markings due to
retroreflectivity requirements. Dirt tracked onto markings, seal coat asphalt tracking onto
markings, and damage to markings due to construction activities are common and not the
fault of the striping provider. Some of these issues may be visible in the video file, or they
may require a field inspection to verify.
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Next Steps—Non Acceptable
Retroreflectivity

• If the markings do not meet the retroreflectivity requirements, Item
666 states the following:
• Restripe at the Provider's expense with a minimum of 0.060 in. (60

mils) of Type I marking if the marking fails retroreflectivity
requirements. Take measurements every 0.1 miles a minimum of 10
days after this second application within that mile segment for that
series of markings.

• Restripe again at the Provider's expense with a minimum of 0.060 in.
(60 mils) of Type I marking material if the average of these
measurements falls below the minimum retroreflectivity
requirements. Take measurements every 0.1 miles a minimum of 10
days after this third application within that mile segment for that
series of markings. If the markings do not meet minimum
retroreflectivity after this third application, the Engineer may require
removal of all existing markings, a new application as initially
specified, and a repeat of the application process until minimum
retroreflectivity requirements are met.

Failing 1 mile segments need to be restriped at the provider’s expense until the
retroreflectivity readings meet the minimum requirements. TTxDOT needs to hold the
providers accountable to the specification requirements. This creates an even playing field
for all providers and will result in higher quality pavement markings that are more visible at
night.

Some providers are proactive and restripe short deficient sections prior to submitting data
to TxDOT. This results in full mile segments that meet the requirements, reduces TxDOT’s
need to critically analyze the data, reduces TxDOT’s need to require restripes, and reduces
the provider’s costs for restriping whole sections or calling back equipment it may have
moved on to other jobs. The end result is markings that meet the new stripe minimum
retroreflectivity levels.
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Next Steps—Acceptable
Retroreflectivity

• If the markings meet the retroreflectivity
requirements, the project can be
approved.
• Effective May 1, 2020, new requirements
have been added to SiteManager to
capture receipt and review of the
retroreflectivity data.

Passing markings can be approved. There is a new SiteManager requirement effective May
1, 2020. It requires the engineer to create a sample and attach a SiteManager test report to
show that he/she has received and reviewed the retroreflectivity data from the Provider.

Please contact Kristina Santos (Kristina.Santos@txdot.gov) at (512) 506 5870 with any
questions regarding these new requirements.

Additional information on the SiteManager requirements will be provided in future versions
of this guidance presentation and in the FAQ section of the Programs and Guidance
website.
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Summary
• Specification Requirements
• Data Analysis
• Data Interpretation

• Summary Spreadsheet Data
• Map File
• Video File

• Comparison to Requirements
• Common Issues
• Next Steps

This part of the guidance presentation covered a summary of the specification
requirements and data analysis for mobile retroreflectivity.

The data analysis included discussion on the data in the spreadsheets and how to analyze
them to meet specification requirements. The discussion included common issues to look
for and how to identify these issues in the summary and raw data files. The use and benefit
of the map and video files were also discussed.

The specifications have specific retroreflectivity values that need to be met. There are
conditions and situations that will require engineering judgment to fairly determine if the
markings are acceptable or not. There are many factors outside of the pavement marking
contractors' control that may impact their retroreflectivity values. Equitable analysis from
job to job and contractor to contractor is key.

When markings have been determined to not be acceptable, the markings should be
restriped. If they are acceptable, the engineer needs to create a sample report and submit
to SiteManager.

This concludes the discussion of the retroreflectivity data requirements and analysis.
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